Abstract. We show that a central nondegenerate Jordan triple system over a field of characteristic ¥= 2 has a nonzero center iff it is scalar isomorphic to a Jordan algebra. As an application we classify Jordan triple forms of Jordan algebras.
Throughout we are working with Jordan triple systems over a field k of characteristic =/= 2. The reason for this restriction is that there seems to be no good definition for the center of a Jordan triple system or Jordan algebra in characteristic 2. For the first half of this note we do not assume finite dimensionality.
For a Jordan triple system V with left multiplication L the center of V is defined as the subspace
The reason for this notation is made clear by the following Example. Let $ be a Jordan algebra. By forgetting the squaring operation or the unit element, if j-has one, we obtain a Jordan triple system denoted by V(fy). The left multiplication R of % and L of V(fy) are connected in the following way:
L(x, y) = 2[R(x), R(y)] + 2R(xy).
This formula implies that the center of f and of V(f) coincide.
Some fundamental properties of the center are put together in the following
Proof, (a) and (b) are proved in [3] and (c) is shown as usual, since the conditions on C(V) are linear.
We need the notion of "scalar isomorphism" invented by J. Faulkner and J. Ferrar. The author is indebted to N. Hopkins who introduced him to this concept. One calls two Jordan triple systems F, and V2 scalar isomorphic if there exists a vector space isomorphism <p: K, -F2 and a f E k* (called the multiplier) such that cp{xyz)l -Ç{<px, <p v, <pz}2 for all x, y, z E Vx.
Remarks. ( 1 ) Scalar isomorphism is an equivalence relation. (2) A scalar isomorphism maps ideals onto ideals. In particular, it preserves simpleness.
(3) Let <p be a scalar isomorphism with multiplier f. Then £<p, | e k*, is a scalar isomorphism with multiplier £"2f. This shows that multipliers occurring with scalar isomorphisms are only determined up to a square. In particular, if k is algebraically closed, "scalar isomorphic" is equivalent to "isomorphic".
(4) A scalar isomorphism maps C(VX) onto C(V2). In particular, every Jordan triple system scalar isomorphic to a unital Jordan algebra has a nonzero center. To prove a partial converse of this statement we need the following criterion: Lemma 2. Let V be a Jordan triple system with quadratic representation P. Then V is scalar isomorphic to a unital Jordan algebra iff there exists e E V and f E k* with P(e) = $ld.
Proof. If <p: j. -> F is a scalar isomorphism between a unital Jordan algebra $ and V with multiplier f, then P(tpe^) = f"1 Id where e^ is the unit of f.. Conversely, P(x) ;-f ~]P(x) defines on Fa Jordan triple structure F which obviously is scalar isomorphic to V. Because P(e) = Id, F is the Jordan triple associated to a unital Jordan algebra [2,X.Theorem 1].
We also need the notion of the centeroid of V which is the centralizer of Therefore P(c) = fid for some f S k* by centralness and nondegeneracy. Now Lemma 2 implies the claim.
The assumption of Theorem 1 can be achieved for the class of simple finitedimensional Jordan triple systems. For one proves as for algebras that in this case the centroid Z(V) is an extension field of k Id and V viewed as a triple system over Z(V) is central-simple. Obviously, the center of V over k and of V over Z(V) coincide. Thus it is no harm to assume central-simplicity right away. Since simpleness and finite dimensionality imply nondegeneracy we obtain Corollary 1. Let V be a finite-dimensional central-simple Jordan triple system over k. Then C(V) =£Q iff V is scalar-isomorphic to a unital central-simple Jordan algebra over k.
We will apply Corollary 1 to the problem of classifying Jordan triple forms of Jordan algebras. So we are given a Jordan algebra \ over an extension field K of k and we look for triple systems Vover k which are subtriple systems of V(%) over k and satisfy K 9 V = F(^). There are obvious candidates for such forms: We take a Jordan algebra A>form & of % and f G k*. If U denotes the quadratic representation of â, then Ut(x) = ÇU(x) defines on <£ the structure of a Jordan triple Á>form of % which is denoted by V(&, £)• The following theorem says that these are all Jordan triple forms of f. Theorem 2. Let $ be a central-simple finite-dimensional Jordan algebra over K and k a subfield of K. Let E be a representative system for the set of all isomorphy classes of Jordan algebra k-forms of % and D a representative system for the group k*/k*2. Then every Jordan triple k-form of $• is isomorphic to exactly one V(&, f ) with 6B G E, f£D.
